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Abstract—In this paper, a method to teach advanced features
of evolutionary algorithms (EAs), using a famous game known as
Japanese puzzles is presented. The authors show that Japanese
puzzles are constrained combinatorial optimization problems, that
can be solved using EAs with different encodings, and are challenging problems for EAs. Other features, such as special operators
and local search heuristics and its hybridization with genetic algorithms, can also be taught using these puzzles. The authors report
an experience using this method in a course taught at the Universidad de Alcalá, Madrid, Spain.
Index Terms—Advanced encodings, evolutionary algorithms
(EAs), Japanese puzzles, local search, memetic algorithms,
teaching method.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

VOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS (EAs) are a class of
population-based search and optimization techniques that
work on a principle inspired by nature: evolution of species
[1]. EAs have proven to be very useful tools in a large number
of applications in optimization, control, signal processing, or
machine learning [1], [2]. Following this interest in EAs, the
majority of computer science schools in the world offer undergraduate and graduate courses about EAs and their applications
[3], [4].
Several types of EAs have different encodings and operators.
Maybe, the most popular EA is the genetic algorithm (GA) [1],
[11], [12]. In [1] the description of a canonical GA is given.
Canonical GAs have been successfully applied to different problems [12]; however, GAs do not perform well in complex combinatorial spaces, for example in highly constrained ones. In these
situations, hybridization of GAs with local search techniques
may be used to improve their performance [13].
Experience in graduate and undergraduate courses indicate
that these advanced features of EAs are better explained in concrete applications [4], where the students have the opportunity
of comparing the performance of EAs with (or without) a given
feature. The main problem with this methodology is that very
few simple problems are available, and challenging for an EA,
where advanced features of EAs can be tested. One of these
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traditional benchmark problems is the Travelling Salesman
Problem (TSP) which has been used earlier in education [5].
The TSP is a very good benchmark for teaching EAs with permutations encoding, but EAs with other types of encoding (i.e.,
GAs) always require special operators to ensure the feasibility
of the TSP solutions. Sometimes this point makes the use of
the TSP to learn EAs difficult. Another possibility to study
advanced features of EAs is to use realistic problems. However,
this approach requires, in the majority of cases, that one is
familiar with the problem, a situation which often complicates
the final task of learning about EAs.
Several works describe methods to teach basic EAs in the
literature. In [6], the authors offer a very interesting introductory
course about GAs. Other works introduce different strategies to
teach GAs [7]–[10]. Apart from these works primarily aimed to
undergraduate students, on how to teach GAs, a reference does
not exist describing methods to teach advanced features of EAs
in graduate courses.
In this paper a method to teach some advanced features of
EAs is proposed. A very simple and famous game is used: the
Japanese puzzle or Nonogram [14]–[17]. A case of application
of the proposed teaching method in a Spanish university is presented and discussed in the paper.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: the next section provides and briefly introduces Japanese puzzles, giving a
short note on their history. Section III introduces the different
advanced features of EAs to be taught using Japanese puzzles.
Section IV explains the proposed teaching method and an experience of its application in a graduate course in Universidad de
Alcalá, Madrid, Spain. Finally, Section V closes the paper.
II. JAPANESE PUZZLES
A Japanese puzzle is an interesting and addictive game, which
grid, with numbers situated on the
takes the form of a
left, top rows, and columns [Fig. 1(a)]. In a Japanese puzzle,
the numbers in rows and columns represent how many blocks
of cells must be filled in the grid, in the order in which they
appear. With two or more numbers, the blocks of cells in the
grid must be separated by at least one blank square.
A Japanese puzzle is a constrained combinatorial optimization problem: consider a Japanese puzzle defined in an
grid ( rows,
columns). Since the puzzles are formed by
black (filled) and white (blank) squares to be fixed in the grid,
the puzzle can be reformulated in terms of finding a
binary matrix, with the number of 1s given by the conditions in
rows and columns, separated by at least one 0 when more than
one condition is present.
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Fig. 1. (a) Japanese puzzle grid corresponding to the puzzle “Chaplin,” and (b) its corresponding solution.

In addition, an objective function, which compares the
number of 1s and 0s in each line (row or column) of a puzzle
with the desired number of 1s and 0s, can be
solution
considered. This desired number of 0s and 1s in a line are given
,
by the conditions of the puzzle and (where
, stand for the puzzle conditions in
and
rows and columns, respectively). For example, in Fig. 1(a),
, etc., and
,
etc. With these simple definitions, the following objective
function can be obtained:
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
, given by (2) takes into account the difference bewhere
tween the desired number of 1s and the actual number of 1s in
, given by (3), does
rows, for a given solution , and
the same for columns. On the other hand, the term given in (4)
stands for the differences in number of 0 s for rows, and in (5)
for columns.
The Japanese puzzle can be redefined then, giving a puzzle
and a set of puzzle conditions (conditions matrices
grid
R with elements
and C with elements
), and finding an
binary matrix , which minimizes function
. This
problem is a constrained combinatorial optimization problem.
III. USING JAPANESE PUZZLES TO TEACH
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
Following the definition of the problem in Section II, the application of a canonical GA to solve Japanese puzzles is straight

forward. A first possible encoding of the puzzle can be accom, where the
plished by using a binary string of length
first bits stand for the first row of the solution matrix , the
next
bits stand for the second row, etc. A small change in
the objective function is also needed to use the standard selection mechanism (roulette wheel [1]). Just by defining a function
, a minimization problem is translated
into a maximization one: finding a matrix which maximizes
. With this encoding, the search space in which the EA has
.
to operate is
In a first approach, a canonical GA can be run to solve the
Japanese puzzle example in Fig. 1(a). The maximum number of
function evaluations performed by the GA were fixed to 50 000
(100 individuals, 500 generations in the case of the canonical
and probaGA [1]), with a probability of crossover.
bility of mutation
. Fig. 2(a) shows the evolution of
the canonical GA, i.e., best individual in different generations.
As can be seen in Fig. 2(a), the canonical GA does not converge to the optimal solution of the problem within the number
of function evaluations prefixed. The main problem with the
canonical GA is the search space size. Because of the encoding
used the algorithm has to perform search in rows and columns,
.
which results in a huge search space size of
A. Advanced Encoding and Special Operators
For the case in which EA individuals (possible solutions to
the puzzle) fulfill the conditions of the puzzle in columns, i.e.,
all the EA individuals are feasible in columns, but not necessarily in rows. In this special case, the search space would re. Then, a new operator is needed since every
duce to
individual in the EA population must fulfill the puzzle conditions in columns.
For a given column , which is defined by a set of num, belonging to a Japanese puzzle with
bers
rows and
columns. See Fig. 1(a) as an example: column 1
is defined by two numbers
(the rest
are 0). Column 2 is defined by 2 numbers
and
, etc. For each number in a column, a first
possible square and a last possible square is available to start
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the best solution found by a (a) canonical GA; (b) EA with advanced encoding; and (c) EA with advanced encoding and local search in
the puzzle “Chaplin.” The initial solution found by the algorithm corresponds to the top left-hand corner figure, and the final solution found by the algorithm is
depicted at the bottom right-hand corner figure in all cases.
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filling. In the example, in column 1, the first set of filled squares
can start in square 1 or, at most, in square

(6)
which in this case takes the value
. Therefore,
the filled squares defined by
can start between square 1 and
square 13. The starting point of the rest of the filled squares depends on the position assigned to the first set of filled squares.
Based on these observations, an heuristic for initializing the
population can be easily constructed in such a way that the
columns of matrix fulfil the puzzle constraints. The heuristic
works choosing the initial-filled square at random between the
first and last possible squares, (6). The rest of the squares of
the column are filled taking into account the previous squares
already filled. This heuristic produces a solution which fulfils
the puzzle constraints in columns, but, in general, the solution
does not fulfil the constraints in rows. This operator, which can
be used to start the EA population, is known as Inic columns
heuristic. A new encoding can be introduced then: EA individuals are not binary strings any more, but binary matrices .
These matrices fulfil the puzzle conditions in columns after the
application of the Inic columns operator. This encoding has the
drawback that the standard crossover and mutation operators
would produce unfeasible solutions in columns. This problem
can be avoided by introducing “alleles” in the encoding, following the structure of the problem. Consider again Fig. 1(a) as
an example. Each column can be seen as an allele with several
genes: allele 1 has 2 genes (two conditions in the puzzle); allele
2 has 2 genes; allele 4 has 3 genes, etc. If crossover and mutation
operators are forced to operate between alleles and not between
genes, they will keep the feasibility of the solution after their
application.
The modified crossover operator used works in the following
way. Given the population of the EA, the first step is to form
couples at random with the individuals. Each couple has a probability of producing an offspring of . Each couple produces
then two new individuals by swapping alleles between them,
i.e., swapping columns between individuals. This crossover
does not swap genes, thus the feasibility in columns is ensured.
The mutation operator works on each individual, with a prob. Once an individual must be mutated, this mutaability
tion is forced to change alleles, not genes. A number of alleles (columns) are selected at random, and the Inic columns
heuristic described above is applied to obtain a mutated (feasible) individual.
The fitness function must be also modified to cope with the
new encoding of the EA as follows:

(7)
where
and
are given by (2) and (4), respectively. In this
case the part of the fitness function which works with errors
in columns, (3) and (5), can be removed since there will be no
errors in columns, only in rows. Now the search space size has
.
been reduced to

The performance of the EA with advanced encoding and special operators in Japanese puzzles is shown in the following
Chaplin puzzle. The number of function evaluations is maintained to be 50 000 as before. Fig. 2(b) shows the evolution of
the EA with advanced encoding in the puzzles considered. All
the solutions shown fulfil the puzzle’s constraints in columns.
The result obtained by the new EA is better than the result of
the canonical GA in the puzzle; however, the optimal solution
to the puzzle is not obtained this time.
B. Local Search: Memetic Algorithms
Hybridization of EAs with local search procedures is a
common practice to improve the EAs performance [13]. This
Section shows the improvement that can be obtained with a
basic local search (hill-climbing), hybridized with the EA,
for solving Japanese puzzles. The hill-climbing algorithm is
one of the most basic local search procedures possible. Each
individual in the EA is mutated, and if this mutation produces
a better individual, this individual is selected to replace the
current individual in the EA [13]. Mutated solutions with worse
fitness than the current individual are discarded. In this case,
the Inic columns heuristic defined above is used to perform the
mutation in the proposed EA for Japanese puzzles.
A hill-climbing procedure has been applied to the EA with
advanced encoding and special operators. To carry on a fair
comparison with the case of the EA without a local search,
the number of function evaluations has been maintained to be
50 000 (as in previous experiments), including the function evaluations performed by the local search procedure. Fig. 2(c) shows
the evolution of the memetic algorithm in puzzle “Chaplin.” In
this case the algorithm is able to solve completely the puzzle.
C. Educational Aspects of the Experiments With EAs and
Japanese Puzzles
The study proposed in this paper has focused on three important concepts regarding advanced features of EAs1: encoding
schemes; the relation of the encoding used with the search space
size; constraint satisfaction; how to maintain the feasibility of
solutions after applying the evolutionary operators; and, finally,
the hybridization of EAs with local search procedures to finetune their search abilities.
The first and second experiments performed are related to
encoding and constraint satisfaction issues in EAs. The experiments showed that the canonical GA is not able to solve highly
constrained problems (such as Japanese puzzles) primarily be. However, the
cause of the huge search space size
inclusion of an advanced encoding produces a reduction of the
, and the EA performs better. Also, a
search space size
new operator must be applied to fulfil the conditions in columns
(Section III-A). In addition, new crossover and mutation operators must be developed to keep the EA individuals feasible after
the application of evolutive operators. Finally, experiments on
the hybridization of the EA with a local search heuristic are provided to show that local search algorithms can enhance the performance of EAs.
1There are, of course, other important advanced features of EAs which have
not been considered in this paper, and that can also be the subject of graduate
and undergraduate courses on EAs.
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IV. TEACHING METHOD AND ASSESSMENT
A course for teaching advanced features of EAs based on
Japanese puzzles can be structured using the material presented
in this paper. The first step is to make the students realize that
they are working with a combinatorial optimization problem
(Section II). The following steps consist of guiding the students
through the process shown in the previous sections by proposing
assignments. The first assignment is the application of a canonical GA to solve a Japanese puzzle. The second assignment requires a little effort to implement the advanced encoding and
operators, explained in Section III. In the last assignment, the
students must implement a local search to construct a memetic
algorithm. The implementation of a simple local search as the
hill-climbing proposed in Section III-B is suggested, but other
possibilities such as a tabu search [18] or an heuristic local
search can also be explored.
The presented method has been tested in the graduate course
Heuristics Methods for Optimization Problems in Engineering,
taught at the Universidad de Alcalá. This course is part of
the Doctoral Program, “Computer Architecture and Signal
Processing Techniques in Telecommunications,” jointly taught
by the Signal Theory and Communications Department and
Computers Architecture Department at the Universidad de
Alcalá. In this course, 10 postgraduate students learned about
advanced features of EAs, among many other metaheuristics
algorithms. In order to assess the proposed method, the students
were asked to fill a small questionnaire about the method in
which questions asked about the novelty of the method and their
feelings about it. All the students agreed that they better understood concepts, such as advanced encoding, special operators,
or memetic algorithms, with the proposed method than with
studying them over difficult real applications or problems. The
students also emphasized the point that the Japanese puzzles
were really easy to understand, but very hard to solve, so that
the application of an EA is an interesting possibility.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, Japanese puzzles have been proposed as appealing benchmark problems to teach advanced features of
EAs. These puzzles are, in fact, constrained combinatorial optimization problems which can be solved using EAs. The interest
of Japanese puzzles in education is that they are challenging
problems to EAs and must incorporate new operators and
local search procedures. In addition, these puzzles are really
appealing to students, who can solve the puzzles by hand and
compare the solution to the one obtained by the EA.
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